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The Rollins Sandspur
Volume 60

Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida, Thursday, October 21, 1954

No. 4

Council Committee
Revises Fiesta Plans
Rollins College will definitely sponsor a Fiesta or Fiesta-like
celebration in the spring of 1955. This decision was made at a meeting
of the Student-Faculty Committee of the Student Council Monday afternoon in the Woolson House.
It was decided that this year's fund-raising campaign would be
held during the annual Baseball Week which is scheduled for March
19 thru 26. The opinion was expressed that this tie-in with the sports
event would enhance the chances for success of both undertakings.
All funds garnered from the non-athletic events of the week will,
as in the past, be allotted for Fiesta scholarships to deserving students. These scholarships are presented by a special Student Council
committee.
The Woolson House meeting was
presided over by Chuck Weisman,
chairman of the Student-Faculty
Committee.
Weisman presented
the problem to the group through
the reading of a memorandum from
the administration building which
gave faculty opinion on the future
conduct of the Fiesta. The memoIt was moved and passed at randum stated that at its May 6
meeting that group had voted,
Student Council meeting Monday
night that a recommendation to
"to instruct the Faculty-Adallow bermuda shorts in the li- ministration Committee to invesbrary after 6:00 be taken to tigate the possibility of drawing
the Student Faculty Library Com- up such general rules and regulations as may be necessary conThese five men helped to create a new college baseball and basketball conference Monday. Left to right mittee.
cering the future conduct of the
they are Dr. D. H. Danford of Florida State, Bruce Hale of Miami, Brady Cowell from Stetson, Jack
According to the "R" book, no Fiesta and to make a recommenMcDowall of Rollins, and Dr. Bill Clipston of Florida Southern. (Story on Page seven.)
"bifurcated nether garments" are dation to the Faculty."
to be worn in the library, but this
According to this same memo,
fall the Library Committee altered that rule to night-time wear the Faculty-Administration group
only. This restriction was put in then decided that this matter
because of the impressions made should be first discussed with the
on the local and sometimes influ- students, and asked Dr. Frank
ential people visiting the library Johnson to take the question up
with this group. He would then
in the evening, it was explained. report back to the Faculty-AdminCitizens of Winter Park will pay teams than any other and yet comThe official dissolving of the istration Committee on the results
tribute to the Rollins baseball piled more than 200 big league
Publications Union announced
Stray Greeks was voted on by of the Monday afternoon meeting.
team, last year's N.C.A.A. final- wins during his c a r e e r /
George Myatt, long-time Wash- the appointment of Alexander Council members; they no lnoger
ists, with a banquet at the Winter
Student Council president Dan
Park Woman's Club at 6:30 to- ington Senator coach who has just "Sandy" Hose as associate busi- have representation in Student Matthews presented the plan
been added to the Chicago White ness manager of the 1954-55 Council.
night.
which calls for coordination with
the Baseball Week program. His
F.E.L. Whitsell, President of Sox coaching staff, and Ed Levy, a TOMOKAN, after its Monday afGail Donaldson stated t h a t any- idea, which was accepted by the
the Winter Park Chamber of product of Rollins College who ternoon meeting.
one interested in working on the members of the committee, would
Commerce, which is sponsoring later played for the Yankees and
who
has
managed
Daytona
Beach
this event, will act as master of
A sophomore, Hose has been TOMOKAN should see Sis Atlass do away with the name "Fiesta"
in the Florida State League during
in the Alumni House this evening since, he explained, previous acceremonies.
the past few years, will also be in photographer for the yearbook at 7:15 p.m.
tivities have not carried out the
Baseball notables and those who attendance.
having high school experience in
Latin-American conotation of the
have been a part of the success of
After
Jane
Laverty,
captain
of
But the big show will be for
name.
Rollins baseball will be honored the players and the men directly the same field.
the Cheerleaders, pleaded her case
guests. Among those'present will responsible for the Tars success,
The newly proposed plan does
His appointment is intended to of the dire need for new cheerbe big Bobo Newsome, the pitcher Rollins athletic director Jack Mcleading sweaters with a visual-aid not, however, materially change
who hurled for more major league Dowall, who has seen more than
demonstration of the "yellow" and the activity schedule for the cele"holey" sweaters they have used bration. If this schedule is adopted,
25 years of Rollins sports, will
give a history of Rollins baseball
in the past, Council passed the there will be a "midway", parade
to open the banquet program.
motion to pay for new sweaters. and dance.
Bob Steelman, the Omaha anMatthews also announced that
There will be .a Freshman Class
nouncer who brought the drama of
meeting Friday, October 22, for he had not yet appointed a
the College World Series back to
the nominations of class officer chairman for this function due
Winter Park, will recapture some
of the highlights for the audience.
candidates. The elections will take to a lack of candidates for the
post. "In fact, Matthews stated,
After Steelman's speech troplace next Tuesday.
There will be a meeting for all
none of the people contacted
phies
will
be
presented
to
memold members of the Race Relations
were willing to take the posiCommittee at 7:00 p.m. in the bers of the team for their play
tion."
in
Omaha.
At
the
time
of
the
Chapel Conference Room next
presentation of trophies, stuThe group, composed of Weisdents unable to Secure a $3
man, faculty members Constance
All freshmen are urged to atticket to the banquet will be alOrtmayer and John Carter; and
tend a meeting in the Annie
lowed to watch the ceremonies.
students, Gail'Donaldson and Steve
Russell Theatre tomorrow, OcA loudspeaker will be set up to
Demopoulos, asked that qualified
tober 22, to nominate class
carry the proceedings to anyone
Rollins College has agreed to students and others connected with
wishing to follow the program
officers. Officers include Presijoin a select group of ten colleges previous Fiestas be invited to the
from the front lawn and porch.
dent, vice-president, and secreand universities chosen by the next meeting of the committee.
Coach Joe Justice, who steered
tary T treasurer. The elections
Board of Directors of The Acadethe team to the finals, will follow
Committee discussion included
are to be held in the Student
my of A m e r i c a n Poets.
the presentation of awards with
the following points concerning the
Center, Tuesday, October 26.
a speech about the future pros...Along with Yale, Princeton, Uni- 1955 Fiesta:
pects of the Tar baseball squad.
versity of Chicago, Harvard, Stan1 The chairman of the celePresident Hugh McKean will then
Tuesday, October 26.
ford, Smith, Vassar, and Williams,
Hose
At that time, Carol Farquhar- speak to climax the tournament.
Rollins will present the Academy's bration shall be a student.
son, Chapel Staff representative,
award of $100 to the student sub2) Faculty m e m b e r s and
fill the interim until the intended mitting the best poem or group of members of the Rollins Women's
and Shirley Miller, vice-president
of the group, will conduct an elecre-entrance of the student-elected poems during the college year.
Association may be invited to
tion to replace last year's prexy
participate.
manager Ross Fleischmann who
The prize will be awarded anFred Shoaff, who failed to return
has dropped out of college during nually over the period of five
3) The M i d w a y may be
to Rollins.
The After-Chapel Club will have the fall term, Union chairman years and is to be administered opened from 7 to 12 p.m. on
At a later date, Race Relations
by the English Department of Rol- Thursday, March 24, 1955 with
will invite interested freshmen to its first informal get-together in Sis Atlass explained.
lins College.
a dance to be held the following
the
Chapel
Conference
Room
imjoin.
In voting on an interim apmediately
following
this
Sunday's
Race Relations is a Chapel Staff
The award is made possible by a Saturday.
pointment, the Publication's group
Committee whose purpose is to co- service with Dean Sidney French
bequest from the late Mrs. Mary
acted upon the request of the Cummings Eudy, a former memoperate with the surrounding com- as guest speaker.
Each Sunday the After-Chapel TOMOKAN editor since the con- ber of the Academy of American
munity in furthering practical projects. Last year through the ef- Club invites some member of the stitution of the group does not Poets.
Any student interested in workforts of Race Relations, over 1400 faculty or administration to speak make such a vote necessary.
The Board of Directors has de- ing on the 1954-55 TOMOKAN is
books were collected in a canvass on any topic of general interest to
Chairman Atlass announced that cided to call this prize the Acade- requested to attend a meeting in
throughout Winter Park for the the student. The last part of the
Hungerford School Library. Hun- meeting is then opened for group Hose would take office immediate- my of American Poets poetry prize the Alumni House Thursday evengerford is a Negro elementary discussion. During the meeting ly with later arrangements pend- in the interest of uniformity so ing, October 21 at 7:15 p.m., yearschool. The presentation of these coffee is served.
All Rollins students are invited ing upon the return of manager that it will be listed the same in book editor Sis Atlass announced
books was one of the highlights of
Fleischmann.
all the colleges and universities. Monday
to attend.
the committee's year.

COUNCIL VOTES
ON "BERMUDAS"
QUESTION M0N.

Baseball Team Honored HOSE APPOINTED
BUS. MANAGER
A t Town Banquet Tonight OF YEARBOOK

Race Relations Comm.
To Elect New Prexy
At Tonight's Meeting

Rollins Asked To Join
Select Group Of Ten
By Poetry Academy

Dean Sidney French
Is Speaker At First
After-Chapel Meeting

T'm'kan Calls Meeting
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Sandspur
ty

Fiesta No Siesta
The search is on for students to make up
the 1955 Fiesta Committee.
This group, which has sole charge of the
annual spring carnival, is at present without
either a chairman or members. The reasons
for this absence of officials is easily understood when one realizes the burden of authority which is thrown back on the chairman's shoulders when any member of the
group does not carry out his job.
The life of a festival chairman here is
prefaced by constant criticism, but, accordfevcces^l
ing to previous holders of the office, there
W E GOT T H E £ N
comes a bright day when the dollar results
CAKT- - N O W ALL^
of his labors are translated into scholarships
for needy students. He serves without pay,
WelMetp^ A "SKINNER'AND
may be sorely abused, gets a few Sandspur
S O M E MORE• RosSES" L I K E H I I * |
headlines and is the hero or the goat depending on the caliber of his work and that
of his assistants.
His committee officials actually hold
the threat oyer the chairman. If they drop
the ball it lands on his head.
T h e s e committee-men-and-women a r e
placed in charge of publicity, Midway, pato decide among themselves.
rade, dance, King and Queen contest, band, Dear Editor:
This system is rather crude but
entertainment and various other festival
I was glad to read that enthe
PanHellenic council could
activities.
lightening article written by our
smoothe it out and keep rivalry
They must be qualified, and above all, they newly elected vice-president. down to a bare minimum. PracBut please, Miss Carol Farqumust be interested.
tical rules for informal and forharson, let's keep away from
mal periods could be set up. If
Student Council prexy Dan Matthews has
emotional feelings toward me
to consider all these problems when he makes or the male population. Let's all the sororities could give a
little and take a little I feel the
the 1955 choices.
not make this a battle of the
The new group will have the added re- sexes or a dog eat dog affair. rushing situation would imsponsibility of living up to the excellent Instead let's get together with- prove.
Let's get this meeting toname made by last year's Baseball Week holding our emotions and congether girls, withhold emotions,
which has lent its title to the fund-raising struct a realtistic plan for rush- construct realistically and "Give
campaign. If the latest plan for the "Fiesta" ing. I hope you agree!!
Our Women A Fair Chance".
is put through, the committee will coordinate
I would be glad and honored
Bernard Kalb
its activities with the baseball round-robin to accept your invitation to atHooker Hall 206
which will feature top-flight intercollegiate tend a PanHellenic meeting, and
discuss my solutions. Thanks a
squads from all over the country.
lot!!!
The publicity developed by interlocking
AN OPEN LETTER
I t was impossible and not in
baseball and fiesta could well develop this
TO FRESHMEN
rather nebulous idea into a Rollins Spring good taste for me to tear down
Another season of sorority
Festival. The possibilities get larger each the sorority and build them up rushing
closes, the spotlight
in one article before I could see
time they are talked over.
switches to fraternities and you.
the response to my letter.
I
But, in addition to this the festival group, wanted first to see if there was Men's rushing is in full swing.
when appointed, will have to live up to and interest enough to warrant my
We list here a few simple
equal or better the publicity effects of the
suggestions t h a t will help you
writing
a
second
letter
containfifteen minute nationwide radio hookup
to meet and understand each
which highlighted last year's Fiesta Dance. ing my constructive viewpoints. group.
For a quarter of an hour US listeners heard
It is easy to rip apart but
(1) Don't wait to be invited.
t h e famous Sauter-Finnegan
orchestra very hard to rebuild, therefore Go to the houses. The fraternbroadcasting from the Orlando Colesium unity men have studies too. They
der the auspices of Rollins College. The I gave the situation a great don't have time to g o ' out and
broadcast was intersperced with well-written deal of thought, weighing the meet all of you individually.
commentary on the aims and ideals of the good and bad points, and trying
(2) Meet the entire group,
to set a pattern. What I am
college.

JrftVifrfaUibr

But regardless of the publicity and the
good times which may be had at this year's
extravaganza, whomever Matthews picks
will have to keep in mind that the object is
to raise money for a good cause. If this were
not true the hard work which the committee
and the social groups put in during that
March week would be of little or no use.

The Chapel Tower
T. S. Darrah
Channing Pollock tells the story of the
bibulous man who was advised by a friend,
"When you've had enough whiskey, why
.don't you say 'Sarsaparilla ?' "
His reply was, "When I've had
enough whiskey, I can't say
I'Sarsaparilla.' "
Too true! And this is so
I with too many things. If we
really knew what "enough"
meant we might make a better go of life. Most of us are
unlike the philosopher who
j after being shown through
the home of a rich friend reDarrah
marked, "I am amazed at how
many things there are that I don't want or
need."

putting forth is just a skeleton
and only by articulation will the
skeleton grow strong.
A meeting must first be held
by the PanHellenic Council and
represented also by qualified
and interested faculty, with the
sole interest of bettering the
system for the whole school instead of for particular sororities. Objective thinking must
win over subjective thinking at
the meeting. If the girls can
realize by the discussion that
the two-week fiasco rushing is
bad then I am sure something
constructive will follow. My
plan is a system of delayed
rushing.
The boys are working out
well with their system and
there is no reason why the girls
can't either! It could last anywhere from five to nine weeks
ending around Thanksgiving or
Christmas. I do not mean for
this whole period to be formal
rushing
because the strain
would be too great. Instead
three weeks informal and two
weeks formal, or five weeks informal and three weeks formal,
etc. It would be up to the girls

not just a few individuals. Every
group has its strong and weak
points. Learn them for yourself
—hearsay is no basis for your
evaluation of a group.

(3) Make it your business to
find out all you can about each
group. Inquire within the group
as to its pledge rules, initiation
fees, dues, social functions, etc.
(4) Give every group a fair
chance. Go to all the rush parties possible.
Remember, the decision you
make will affect your college
life for the next four years.
Don't be "snowed." Find out
all you can now so that you will
be able to make a wise choice
on November 21st.
SIGNATURE WITHHELD
Editor's Note—The authors of
this letter have requested that the
Sandspur withhold their names from
publication for "obvious reasons."
We assume that these reasons are
an attempt to be absolutely nonpartisan in their advice. Therefore,
we are going along with this request
in accordance with established
Sandspur policy.

"ROUNDJ ROLLINS
By Footloose
History has again repeated itself in Chase
Hall. Latest reports concerning the juvenile
behavior of the Chase "boys", indicates that
the Dean of Men is about to make many new
acquaintances—we wonder what the homelife of these freshboys has been like. Have
they been locked away like a Kasper Hauser,
are they now trying their wings of freedom,
or are they refugees from the A.A.? It certainly is to be expected that all should have
a good time; conversely all should act civilized when the festivities are terminated.
Not to be overlooked is the part played by
many of the social groups and the influence
they exert over the junior geeks. One of the
rushing tactics frequently employed by fraternities on this and many other campuses,
is that of maneuvering prospective pledges
to bar-rooms. The basic problem lies with
these tactics. For it is certainly this sort of
behavior that has resulted in the Chase
rowdyism. The problem is more than severe
when thirty-some-odd testimonials (as to the
what and "whereabouts of individuals) have
been placed in thet hands of the Dean. This
is a problem ' t h a t can be resolved only
through the help of the I.F.C. It is high
time the male marplots ceased their worship
of Bacchus. If boys are going to drink, let
them drink like men, not boys.
*

*

*

*

Overheard: Dean Darrah quoting Oscar
Wilde, "A cynic is one who knows the price
of everything and the value of nothing."
*

#

*

jfc

Although much favorable publicity has
been given recently to radio station W P R K
we think a bit of criticism would not be in
bad taste. Much emphasis has been put on
the varying of programs . . . be that as it
may, much of the music sounds repetitiously
familiar. We understand of course that the
station does not possess the most extensive
of record libraries, but the frequency with
which some compositions are played is
enough to dull the appreciation of even the
most avid listener. (This goes too for certain "types" of music.) Our sympathies are
with the station manager who at this stage
of production must be counting Mantovanni
jumping over Vaughn Williams in .order to
get to sleep at night.
*
*
*
*
Rumor has it—the telephone for student
use in the center, is going to be installed in
the basement of that building. This is a
splendid idea, but why not in the Chapel
Tower?
*
*
*
*
Wanting to part on a note of praise, we
have searched diligently and discovered the
most praiseworthy item this week was the
weather—It was Great.
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This Is A Slide Rule?

MARINES ACCEPTING APPLICANTS
FOR COLLEGE TRAINEE CLASSES
The Marine Corps Officer Procurement Officer has announced
that applications are now being accepted from students who desire
to earn a commission in the Marine Corps while completing college.
Freshmen, sophomores and juniors, pursuing a course of study
other than pre-medical, pre-dental,
theology, pharmacy or music, are
being selected for the PLATOON
LEADERS CLASS. All training is
conducted during two six week
summer classes. Candidates receive $149.05, as pay, for the first
class and S183.45 for the second
class. Uniforms, food and travel
allowances are also furnished.
Members of the PLATOON LEADERS CLASS are deferred from induction. Commissions are tendered upon graduation from college.
Seniors and graduates may apply for the OFFICER CANDIDATE COURSE. Commissions are
tendered to candidates who succesfully complete a ten-week train-

Three

ing class after graduation from
college.
Training for both programs is
conducted at the Marine Corps
Schools, Quantico, Virginia. Successful candidates are appointed
to commissioned rank in the U.S.
Marine Corps Reserve and must
agree to serve on active duty for
three years.
Officers commissioned through
either program are initially assigned to the Officer Basic School,
also at Quantico, for five additional months of instruction. Many
officers then receive specialist
training in various fields including
aviation, artillery, tracked vehicles,
supply, engineering and others.
The Marine Officer Procurement Officer will visit the campus
during the school year, however,
anyone interested may see or
write to Captain F. R. Hittinger,
Jr., Officer Procurement Officer,
Room
537,
Peachtree-Seventh
Building, N.E., Atlanta, 'Ga.

Beautiful Birthstone Rings
Think Now About
October & November birthdays

J CALVIN MAY
Winter Park

Hamilton & Elgin Watches

(jwe& uou tkatbmaoiA
utiwum ediiat1 iocw

Two and two might equal four if physics student Frank Ledgerwood ever figures it out on the science
department's newly acquired "Long Tom" slide rule.

ORANGE BOWL OFFICIALS SEE
MORE STATEWIDE COMPETITION
More state-wide collegiate competition in Miami's 1955 Orange
Bowl Queen race than in past
years is predicted by contest officials.
Cmdr. William N. Mansfield,
chairman of the glamour marathon
for the Orange Bowl Committee,
informed T H E SANDSPUR their
forecast was based on entries and
inquiries already received from

TYPEWRITERS
Bought - Repaired - Sold

Welbourne Ave.
Repair Shop
Phone 4-4971
120 E. Welbourne Avenue

coeds, partly as a result of invitations for sororities and fraternities
to
sponsor
candidates,
although sponsors are not a requisite.
"Considerable interest also has
been registered by collegians in a
$500 scholarship which goes to the
winner along with a smart wardrobe and other awards," Mansfield
said.
Orange Bowl Queen hopefuls
were urged to submit three required photos and personal data well
in advance of the Nov. 6 deadline
to enter the contest. They should
be sent to the OBC News Bureau,
615 S. W. Second Ave., Miami 36,
Florida.
The 21st annual Orange Bowl
Queen and four princesses will be
selected in Miami Nov. 13.

Bermuda Shorts . . .

NAS Opens Program
Of Research Grants
For Able Scientists
The
National
Academy
of
S c i e n c e s — National Research
Council has announced the inauguration of a new program of National Research Council-National
Bureau of Standards Postdoctoral
Research Associateships in chemistry, mathematics and physics for
"the academic year 1955-1956. These
research associateships have been
designed to provide young investigators of unusual ability and
promise an opportunity for basic
research in the various fields.
These fellowships are open only
to citizens of the United States.
Applicants must produce evidence
of training in one of the foregoing
fields equivalent to that represented by the Ph.D or Sc.D. degree
and must have demonstrated superior ability for creative research.
In order to be considered for
awards for the academic year
1955-1956 applications must be
filed at the Fellowship Office on or
before December 10, 1954. Awards
will be made about April 1, 1955.
Further information and application material may be secured
for any of the programs by writing to the Fellowship Office, National Research Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W., Washington 25, D.C.

WINTCR PAH*

Galey & Lord's Tarpoon —

C*L*NY
AIR C O N D I T I O N E D

A new all-weather fabric
and
Lanella—from Switzerland

A full palette of colors from which to choose . . ,

Slipon

$5.00

Cardigan

$7.50

In popular colors and
new, exciting lime peel
and pumpkin

BONNIE JEAN

in luxurious washable fabrics

SUN. MON. TUES.
(Oct. 24-25-26)
Judy Holliday Peter Lawford
"IT SHOULD HAPPEN
TO YOU"
With Jack Lemon
WED. & THURS.
(Oct. 27-28)

* -

^AaMC£&££afek>

"FROM H E R E TO
ETERNITY"
starring
Burt Lancaster Deborah Kerr
Montgomery Clift Donna Reed
Frank Sinatra

V
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« ON MIKE »
by Jay Peterson
The Big News around the sta- must all be conceintious about our
tion is t h a t all the new equipment committments.
is working OK. But, just bcause
It's hard enough to get a stuall tubes light up doesn't mean dent or a faculty member to agree
t h a t the producers of "live shows"
to be irt front of
don't have their difficulties. Every
that
impersonal
one of them have lots of troubles
and
frightening
and a whole station-full of probthing called a milems. Their main stumbling-block
crophone, but it
is, strangely enough, people.
becomes
disasFor instance last Tuesday, a
trous to the staweek ago, Perry Douglas was
tion's reputation
left holding the bag. One of the
with
all the adpeople who was going to appear
vance
publicity
on O N E NIGHT STAND just
going out to the
didn't bother to show u p : out on
SANDSPUR and
a date someplace. Again, one of
Peterson
local people if
t h e regular panel members on
Flamingo Forum, because of shows have to be called off or
rushing to be sure, a t the last even postponed saying, "Due to
minute phoned in and someone circumstances . . . . We'll leave
else had to be found to fill in.
the rest of the moralizing to the
We suspect t h a t everyone is a t good Dean.
fault here; the producers of the
* * *
shows and the participants. The
One
of
the
most exciting shows
simplest thing to say is t h a t we
and one which really appeals tcj,
all the students is old Bill F r a n gus' Jazz Concert music for those
who like it cool, hot, swing or
bop." He plays them all on the
same show.

FLORIDA COEDS
WANT BUMUDAS

Last week in Student Council,
an "important" issue was once
again brought forward. The question was, "Should Rollins Coeds
be permitted to wear Burmuda
shorts on campus, including such
educational facilities as the library."
I t seems this has become an unusual problem throughout Florida.
The report has come to us t h a t
our noted neighbors, the University of Miami, feel quite strongly
in favor of not restricting the
pretty coeds' knees. Here is the
long and short of it, pants, t h a t is.
The girls feel t h a t they look
more attractive in shorts t h a n
the knobby-kneed, bow-legged
male. The male contingent, however, may wear their Burmudas
on campus. "We wear 20 mil
lion clothes through t h e year,"
say the indignant coeds, while
the males on campus romp
around in outfits made for desert warfare."
Men, it seems, spend the early
years of their lives trying to get
out of shorts pants, only to climb
back in them when they reach col
lege age.
On campus, Burmuda shorts
have been classed in the same cate
gory as slacks and pedal-pushers.
I n this beautiful Florida climate
it is nearly impossible to send out
the weekly laundry, with less than
five cotton dresses in it, unless,
of course, the coed is permitted
to wear Burmudas.

Laird Electronics
540 W. Fairbanks
Hi Fi Headquarters
RCA - Stromberg Carlson
Opposite Harper's Restaurant
Winter Park

Rollins

KELLY TO FORM
NEW SPEECH
GROUP HERE

Those students interested in being a member of a choral speaking group will be happy to hear
t h a t one is being started at Rollins. Directed by Mrs. Kelly, speech
professor, the group will have its
first meeting next*week.
W h a t is choral speaking? The
answer to this is t h a t choral
speaking is "speaking together."
Many students will remember
hearing a speaking choir perform
last year in the perfomance of
"John Brown's Body," in which
Tyrone Power and Raymond Massey starred.
Fine examples of choral speaking flourished in Greece over 2500
years ago. Choral speaking today,
of course, differs from the choral
speaking of earlier times. Drama
is not used at first, but r a t h e r
narrative,
dramatic
and
lyric
verse. The selections are usually
short and the purpose is to enjoy
the speaking of these poems together and to say them so t h a t
others may also enjoy them. Choral speaking is acclaimed to be a
worthwhile experience for anyone.
I t gives you a chance to be conNow here's our question
scious of your own speech abilities
Does he have too much variety? and teaches you to be less afraid
This columnist is a great one for when you are speaking front of
continuity on any type of show and others.
my feeling is t h a t he might divide
In
comparison to the number
his hour into segments featuring
of
colleges
and universities in the
a style of jazz, a particular artist
or artists, or even the progression United States, there are not many
of jazz in a section of the country. in which there are well-trained,
This way we would be able to active speaking choirs. Mrs. Kellearn something about the stuff. ly feels that, "To develop such a
group here at Rollins would add
Talking with Bill it came out distinction to the college, as well
that he holds just t h e opposite as provide opportunity for trainview.
"Jay", he
remarked, ing and experience in oral commu"you don't want to have too nication which would be of value to
much of one kind of music. anyone, no matter what his parSome don't like dixie or swing ticular aims in education and proand want to hear progressive fession might be."
"cool" sounds. I want to have a
The smallest number with which
show where everyone will hear
it is possible to work successfully
something he likes."
in choral speaking is generally
* * *
agreed to be fifteen, the largest
Was going to talk about engi- number is 30. I t is necessary to
neers who kill off all the highs have a certain balance between
with unnecessary use of the light and heavy voices.
Those students who feel t h a t
"scratch filter", and t h a t on a
hi-fi station this drives the writer they would like to have a p a r t in
the founding of the Rollins Speakbats especially after cranking up
ing Choir, please meet a t the Anhis own hi-futility set, but this is nie Russell Theatre in the Green
running overtime so will sign off Room on Monday October 25th at
until next week.
4:15 p.m. to discuss plans.

CAPEZIO'S

This weekend there were parties, parties all kinds of parties
from Carnivals to Bowery Balls. Thank goodness t h a t ' s over. Now
we can get back to the grind.
.
It was the Independent Men's Pelican weekend. Those seen wallowing in the Atlantic bathtub were: Rod Collins, Jay Peterson, Dick
Bernard, Leon Baker, George Milam and Dick Main. They found out
t h a t a Ford and an Olds can't outrun the police.
The Sigma Nus had a television and dancing p a r t y Saturday
night. Some of those there were: Barbara Neal and Bud Bilensky,
Valerie Cooper and Bob Tate, Alice Coppock and Chuck Warden, J a n e
Frankenberg and Dan Matthews. Little Mac looked at television.
There was a get-together at a local party-place Monday afternoon,
free refreshments! Everyone lived-it-up with a gay abandon. There
were all types of indoor' sports such as "buzz", "Indian signs" and
just plain singing.
Rumor has it t h a t Jim Locke is through with the Thetas, or could
it be t h a t the Thetas are through with Jim Locke?
Pledged to Kappa Kappa Gamma were: Camile Chapman, Ann
Bowers, Ann Rutherford, Joanne Suozzo, Deborah Delaney, Judy
Strite, Margie Bristol, Pete Pahmeyer, Cornelia Ladd, Leslie Priester,
Nan West, Anne Richardson, Hobby Hobbins, Carol Bubb, P a t Thompson and Ann Smith.
Pledged to Pi Beta Phi were Delsey Schram, Betsy Kraft, Carol
Stroll, Sallie Robinson, Nancy Beaumont, Jackie Crinigan, Joan Staab,
Judy Lofton and Mary Vetter.
Pledged to Gamma Phi Beta were Jill Stallings, Nancy Swift,
Carold Hagerty, Beverly Stein, Karen Serumgard, Marlys Anderson,
Sandra Klimek, Sue Stern, Barbara Arend, Gail A r t h u r and Roberta
Marling.
Pledged to Gamma Phi Beta were Jill Stallings, Nancy Swift,
Carol Hagerty, Beverly Stein, Karen Serumgard, Marlys Anderson,
Sandra Klimek, Sue Stern, Barbara Arend, Gail A r t h u r and Roberta
Marling.
Pledged to Phi Mu were Susan Robinson, Judi Mereness, Page
Blackmore, Lorraine Jackson, Maxine Weiss, Sally True, Lee Boardman, Kay Mainwaring and Sandra Brooks.
Pledged to Alpha Phi were Anita Wadsworth, Kay Mulholland,
Martha Leavitt, Leigh Hay, Carole McKenzie, Valerie Cooper, Mary
McKeever, Ginger Grimes, Martha Keefe, Marilyn Maler, B a r b a r a
Moore, Lou Vick, Mimi Bostwick, Jo Holbrook, Lou Robinson, Cynthia
McDonald and Pat Stewart.
Pledged to Chi Omega were Martha Hofman, Judy Adams, Frances
Capehart, Ann Derflinger, Carol Anderson, Sandra Fogarty, Sue
Waltz, Topsy Williams, Laradel Lawerence, Ann Yale, Mimi Haupt,
Joy Steidle, Maxine Dowling, Kathy Cantor and J a n Jones.
Engaged—Marie Saute to Don Scharfetter.
Pledged

to Delta Chi—Paul "Pablo" Ackerman.

The powers that be on the Sandspur have asked us to announce that
anyone wishing to work on the staff during the coming year should meet
with the editors Sunday evening, October %4 at 7:00 p.m.

Need Glasses?

Broke Your Glasses?

RAMSDELL'S

O P T I C I A N S

J u s t 4 Blocks From Campus
146 P a r k Avenue

See Don Riedel on Campus

IF YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR
THE BEST AT PRICES YOU WILL
BE GLAD TO PAY. THIS IS YOUR
CHANCE

or a t

The Music Box
-For—

RECORDS
MUSIC
HI-FI and Television by MAGNAVOX
333 Park Avenue

LOHR LEA

Evelyn & Arnold Menk

REMODELING SALE
Brand Names That Are Famous
In Dresses Arid Sportswear
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"Ring out three cheers for Theta, for Theta, for we love her as you know, and surely
we'll not forget her . . . " sing the eight new Kappa Alpha Theta pledges. Standing, left
to right, are Judy Bygate, Linda Turney, B a r b a r a Mclntire and Marianne Weil; seated,
left to right, are Ann Pontious, Mary Fulenwider, Virginia Carpenter and Sue York.

Phi Mu actives were undoubtedly pleased with their group of nine new pledges who
joined the ranks on Sunday afternoon. All smiling happily for their picture a r e : front
row, left to right, Suzan Robinson, Judi Mereness, Page Blackmore; second row, Lorraine Jackson, Maxine Weiss, Sally True, Lee Boardman, Kay Mainwaring and Sandra
Brooks. .

Alphi Phi came through Sunday to swell i t s ranks with seventeen new pledges. Bottom row seated: Anita Wadsworth, Kay Mulholland, Martha Leavitt, Leigh H a y ; middle
row seated, Carole McKenzie, Val Cooper, Mary McKeever, Ginger Grimes, Martha Keefe,
top row standing, Marilyn Maler, Barbara Moore, Lou Vick, Mimi Bostwick, Jo Holbrook, Lou Robertson, C^ynthia McDonald, and P a t Stewart.

The Pi Beta Phi pledges made their big sisters very happy Sunday afternoon when
they accepted their bids. Members of the 1954-55 pledge cjass a r e : standing, Delsey
Schram, Betsy Kraft, Carol Stoll, Sallie Robinson, Nancy Beaumont, Jackie Crinigan,
Joan Staab, seated, Judy Lofton.

Sunday afternoon proved to be a big one for these new wearers of the Chi Omega
pledge pin. The members of the happy pledge class a r e : bottom row, Martha Hofmann,
Judy Adams, Frances Capehart, Ann Derflinger, Carol Lee Anderson, Sandra Fogarty,
Sue Waltz, Topsy Williams, Larry Lawrence. Top row, Ann Yale, Mimi Haupt, Joy
Steidle, Maxine Dowling, Kathy Cantor, and J a n Jones.

It's easy to see t h a t the Kappa Kappa Gamma pledges are very happy as shown by
their shining faces. Shown here a r e : bottom row, Camile Chapman, Ann Bowers, Ann •'Gamma Phi Beta, you're OK" sing the crescent-wearing pledges. Sporting brand-new
Rutherford, Joanne Suozzo, Deborah Delaney, Judy Strite, Margi Bristol; top row, Pete half-moon pins a r e : front row, Jill Stallings, Beverly Stein, Carol Hagerty, Roberta
Pahmeyer, Cornelia Ladd, Leslie Priester, Nancy West, Anne Richardson, Hobby Hob- Marlin; middle row, Gail Arthur, Sue S t e m , Sandra Klimek; top row, Karen S e r u m bi
gard, Nancy Swift, Marlys Anderson and B a r b a r a Arend.
ns, Carol Bubb, and Pat Thompson.
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McDougal Sees
Promising Future
For Women Netters

INDIES WALLOP
CLUBBERS, 9-6,
IN IM OPENER
by George Longshore
A large crowd was on hand at
the Sandspur Bowl Monday as a
power - laden Independent team
opened its bid for the intramural
championship by outhitting the
highly regarded X Club, 9-6.
Since discarding football as a
mainstay of the intramural program at Rollins, the intramural
board decided to substitute a
season of softball to keep interest in sports at Rollins from
dying completely.
Strengthened by the addition of
a large number of promising freshmen, the Indies rapped out nine
hits off X Club pitcher Bruce
Remsburg, including a booming
home run by husky Elmer Lott.
The lead changed hands a number of times throughout the contest. The Club grabbed the lead
with three runs, in the second inning and two more in the fifth.
Their elation was short lived,
however, as the Indies came back
in the seventh with three all-im- Members of the Independent softball squad gather with captain
portant hits to drive across four season opening win.
runs to put the Indies ahead by
three runs.
The X Club made a good t r y at
a comeback in the last inning but
the rally died with two men left
on base. Mike Orecco allowed only
six scattered hits to set the Club
down.
The defending champion Delta
Chi's opened their season Tuesday
against last year's cellar dwelling
Lambda Chi squad. Sigma Nu opposed Kappa Alpha yesterday in
a battle of could-be contenders.
Other interesting games scheduled this week include the Kappa
Alpha-X Club game tomorrow.
This shapes up as one of the
more closely contested games of
the season. The Independents
are. scheduled to go against the
Lambda Chi's today.

Stu

Defending
champion Delta
Chi was rudely surprised Tuesday at the Sandspur Bowl as
last season's bottom place team,
Lambda Chi Alpha, tied them,
6-6 in a game called because of
darkness.
Lambda Chi, behind pitcher
Gordon Hahn, led 5-2 until the
seventh inning when Delta Chi
rallied for four runs to go
ahead. Lambda Chi tied it with
one in its half of the seventh as
the game ended on a disputed
baseline play.
At this stage, the likely contenders for the championship seem
to be the Delta Chi's and the Independents. They will be offered
plenty of competition by the Sigma Dave Feldman of the X Club awaits the peg as Hank Metz of the Independents slides safely into first base Monday.
Nu's, KA's and the X Club.
Next week's schedule:
Monday—Sigma Nu vs. Delta Chi.
Tuesday—Kappa Alpha vs. Independents.
Wednesday—X Club vs. Delta Chi.
Thursday—Sigma Nu vs. Lambda
Chi Alpha.
Friday—Lambda Chi Alpha vs.
Kappa Alpha.

THE BARBIZON
358 Park Ave., N.

Ledbetter, kneeling, before

their

Nyimicz Maps Plans
For Pre-Season Golf
With Outside Foes
Coach Dan Nyimicz of the Rollins golfers has outlined a program
for returning golf to a major status as a collegiate sport at Rollins.
Play started this weekend for
places on the 12 man golf ladder
with four girls included on the
ladder. Before the golf season
officially starts next spring, the
Rollins golfers hope to meet opponents from the Dubsdread Country Club and Daytona.
For the first time this spring
the girls will accompany the male
linksters when they travel to such
important tournaments as the
Southern Invitational in Tallahassee this spring.
During the fall and winter
months before the opening of the
golf season next spring, members
of the ladder will keep in competition against themselves and in
various tournaments.
During this time members of the
ladder will have to defend their
positions against all challenges
from the golfer immediately below
them.

by Jim Locke
Amiable, leather-tanned Jim McDougal, who has jurisdiction over
the destinies of the men and women varsity tennis team, is brimful of optimism over this years
three promising feminine hopefuls.
Best illustrating the reasons for
Jim's beaming countenance is Joan
MacLelland, Marianne Weil and
Leigh Hay, all new entering students. The trio will be combing
with the bulwark and remainder,
(with the addition of Pat Stewart)
of last year's tennis team of Carmen Lampe, Nancy Corse, and
Bonnie Edwards to provide Rollins
with its best women's tennis team
in years. Coach McDougal, enraptured over such enormous possibilities, contended that his present contingent is better than the
depth-laden team of Pauline Betz,
Brundy Rosenquent, and Connie
Clifton of five and six years ago.
Marianne Weil, the most inexperienced of the three gifted players, hails from Cincinnati, Ohio.
Practically a novice of the game,
with only three years of playing
behind her, Marianne has risen to
third in the Ohio Valley Junior.
Her tournament play has been
limited to winning the Woman's
Cincinnati Junior title and becoming a finalist in the Kentucky
State Junior Championship.
Leigh Hay has an imposing list
of credits. She is not only known
as a tennis star but also noted for
her swimming talents. Starting
practically at infancy, Leigh was
ranked number one in the 15 and
under class in her home state of
California. She grew into the Junior division where she was ranked third in California. In 1951,
Leigh won the Florida Hardcourt
State Juniors. Her tennis career
was temporarily abandoned to devote the time and practice necessary for winning the Hawaiian
Country Club 100 yard freestyle
for women, 18 and under, and
sixth place in the mile at the
Women's National in Houston,
Texas.
Jean MacLelland, perhaps the
most accomplished of the three,
is ranked 22 of the country's junior
tennis players. Her court savvy
won for her the New Jersey State
Championship for Juniors, and
finalist in the New York Indoor.
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MILLER'S
HARDWARE
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SHOP
We invite you to make our store your headquarters

Worth more when you buy it.
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The Locker Room
by Dick Haldeman
The long fall sports lull at Rollins is over. The fall intramural
softball season has gotten underway. But what has made this a
r e a 11 y interesting sports weel<
at Rollins h a s
been the meeting
the athletic
0f
directors of six
Florida colleges
to discuss a new
Florida
College
basketball
anc
baseball league
and the banquet
Haldeman
that will be toRollins'
great
night to honor
N.CA.A. runnerup baseball team.
The meeting Monday afternoon
at Carnegie of the six Florida
Colleges came about for a variety
of reasons. Primary among these
has been the scheduling problems
faced by these schools. Athletic director Jack Harding of Miami, an
independent school, definitely had
the scheduling of games in mind
when he
contacted the
other
schools with the idea.
The league will also do away
with such situations as existed
last season between Rollins and
Florida State. Florida State refused to include the T a r s on its
1954 baseball schedule after a
misunderstanding the previous
season.
It is to be hoped t h a t such related incidents as the one last year
in Tampa, when the T a r s had to
compete with both the Spartans
baseball squad and two inept umpires, will be remedied by the
formation of a league with uniform officiating.
What the succees of a league
of Florida colleges
depends
mostly upon is whether i t is a
league in name only with the
same playing and
officiating
conditions, or if the formation
of a league not only makes for
easier scheduling, but also for
stiffer competition, better playing conditions, and improved officiating.
The banquet tonight for the Rollins baseball team will be the most
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New Cage A n d Baseball League
Formed In Meeting A t Rollins

lavish such event ever given for
a Rollins athletic team, but this
is the most important athletic
A new collegiate athletic conferteam ever to represent Rollins.
ence emerged Monday afternoon
From all indications merely from smoke filled Carnegie Hall
the appearance of the different after a two hour session between
important sports figures
t h a t the athletic directors of five Florwill speak will be worth the $3 ida colleges.
With athletic director Jack Mcprice of admission to the banDowall of Rollins presiding over
quet.
the meeting, representatives of
Incidentally, anyone unable to Rollins, Florida
State, Miami,
afford the price of admission or to Florida Southern, and Stetson,
secure seats at the banquet, can drew up the plans for the Florida
watch the presentation of trophies Basketball and Florida Baseball
t h a t will follow the speeches.
Conference.
The door was left open for Tampa, which had been invited to the
The University of Miami base- meeting-but failed to send a repreball squad will work around the sentative, to become a member if
problem of spring football prac- it accepted the constitution drawn
tice this year with a split base- up by the other members.
In the meeting Monday the conball season. The
Hurricanes
will open diamond practice in ference was formed for only basJ a n u a r y and play their opening ketball and baseball teams of the
game in early March. The base- five schools, but the representaball squad will then have a tives made it clear t h a t this imgameless lull for a few weeks peded in no way the future exwhile the football players on the tension of the loop to other sports.
The first steps towards forming
team go through spring drills.
The other members of the base- the conference were made by
ball team will continue to prac- Miami athletic director Jack Harding two weeks ago in a move to
tice during this time.
alleviate Miami's schedule probAfter spring football practice lems due to her location. And the
is over, Miami's baseball season first steps taken in the meeting
will be resumed. I t sounds like a Monday concerned the scheduling
convenient arrangement,
except of opponents.
t h a t it is likely t h a t some football
After a lengthy discussion the
players m a y find the squeeze play representatives adopted a resolufrom baseball to football and back titon t h a t each conference baseto baseball a bit rough to handle. ball team would play a minimum
of eight conference games against
the four conference opponents,
The opening of the i n t r a m u r a l with no more t h a n two games
softball season Monday disclosed against any one opponent counting
what almost no one had expected. in the standing. If two conference
There are Fresh Men a t Rollins. teams play more than two games
The Independents, if they a r e as against each other, the first home
good as they looked in their first game of each squad is counted in
game, will probably win the soft- the standings.
ball crown in a breeze.
The eligibility requirements of
the conference will comply with
They
were
playing
against those of the S.I.A.A. No athlete
probably the best team (or second who has transferred from one
best) in the league and probably member chool to another member
the best pitcher and still they school will ever be eligible to comlooked good both at bat and in the pete in a conference game. However he will be able to compete
field. There were many indications
against non-member schools act h a t softball was a t a pretty low cording to the eligibility requireebb last spring, but a few of the ments of his school.
fraternities a r e going to have to
An original proposal to accept
hustle to keep up with the fresh- only baseball umpires with a year
of experience was dropped for t h e
men athletes.
present arrangement between the
schools, whereby t h e home team
must send the umpires' names to
its opponents for approval ten
days before the date of the contest.
A list of officials will be drawn
up for the league after the first

Just A Stone's Throw
from campus to

FAIRBANKS AVE.
BARBER SHOP
AIR CONDITIONED
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season. Each coach will file an
umnire fitness report after each
ball game, and the list will be
drawn up on the basis of these
reports.
Bruce Hale, the Miami representative, was designated as secret a r y in charge of keeping statistics for the basketball league. A
copy of each score sheet will be
mailed to the conference statistician after each contest.
Dr. Johnson, the Stetson baseball coach, will handle the baseball statistics under the same arrangements.
An officials rating sheet will
also be kept for basketball. An approved officials list will be chosen
from this sheet after the first season. No coach can fill out a fitness
report sooner than 24 hours after
the game is over.
The basketball schedules will be
run on a home and home basis
with each conference squad playing each other team twice. In cape
of a tie for the championship a
playoff game will decide the crown
if both teams agree to the game.

If financial or travel problems prevent a playoff, the two teams will
be co-champions.
After a short discussion, each
representative agreed to pay an
entrance fee of $10 to pay for trophies to present to winners of the
conference
championships.
The
championship trophies will be rotating trophies with a team winning permanent possession with
three championships in a sport.
The conference representatives
agreed to hold two business meetings a year, in the fall and in the
spring. The next meeting is slated
for this spring. The fall meeting
will be used to discuss baseball
and scheduling problems and the
spring meeting will discuss baseball problems.
Representing Rollins a t
the
meeting were McDowall,
Dan
Nyimicz, and Joe Justice. Johnson,
Dick Morland, and Cowell r e p r e sented
Stetson, with
Danford
speaking for F.S.U., Bruce Hale
representing Miami, and Bill Clipson appearing for Florida Southern.

Gal-axy of Sports
by Alison Dessau
Congratulations to the two newly
formed freshmen basketball teams,
the Sands and the Spurs. Both
groups, with plenty of speed and
endurance, ride a]
h i g h chance oi
coming out ovei
their competitors
this year. However, we enfeebled upperclass-1
women have oneg
advantage, p e r - j |
haps, and t h a t is;
the finesse de-|
rived from our
experience on the
Dessau
court. In any case there ought to
be plenty of excitement in Rec
Hall during the next two months,
so if you're not playing, come and
cheer.
It has been set up so that each
freshman team will be comprised
of approximately ten players.
These girls will elect their own
captains, who, when the season
starts, will organize their teams
and do all the substituting.
s

^c

%

%

The schedule for the basketball
season is as follows, with game
time at 4:15, 5:00, and on Thursday nights at 7:15 and 8:00.
Oct. 25—Indies vs. Alpha Phi.

j

Visit
Park Avenue Cocktail Lounge
114 Park Ave., N.
Fred Witherell at the Console
Nightly 8 p.m. to 12 a.m.

Oct. 25—Sands vs. Phi Mu.
Oct. 27—Pi Phi vs. Theta.
Oct. 27—Kappa vs. Gamma Phi.
Oct. 28—Independents vs. Phi Mu.
Oct. 28—Alpha Phi vs. Theta.
Oct. 29—Pi Phi vs. Gamma Phi.
Oct. 29—Spurs vs. Kappa.
Nov. 1—Independents vs. Theta.
Nov. 1—Alpha Phi vs. Gamma Phi.
Nov. 4—Sands vs. Kappa.
Nov. 4—Pi Phi vs. Spurs.
,
Nov. 5—'Theta vs. Gamma Phi.
Nov. 5—Phi Mu ys, Kappa.
Nov. 8—Alpha Phi vs. Spurs.
Nov. 8—Sands vs. Pi Phi.
Nov. 10—Independents vs. Gamma
Phi.
Nov. 10—Theta vs. Spurs.
Nov. 11—Phi Mu vs. Pi Phi.
Nov. 11—Alpha hi vs. Sands
Nov. 12—Independents vs. Kappa.
Nov. 12—Gamma Phi vs. Spurs.
Nov. 15—Theta vs. Sands.
Nov. 15—Phi Mu vs. Alpha Phi.
Nov. 17—Independents vs. Spurs.
Nov. 17—Kappa vs. Pi Phi.
Nov. 18—Gamma Phi vs. Sands.
Nov. 18—Theta vs. Phi Mu.
Nov. 19—Independents vs. Pi PhL
Nov. 19—Spurs vs. Sands.
Nov. 22—Kappa vs. Alpha hi.
Nov. 22—Gamma Phi vs. Phi Mu.
Nov. 29—Independents vs. Sands.
Nov. 29—Pi Phi vs. Alpha Phi.
Dec. 1—Spurs vs. Phi Mu.
Dec. 1—Kappa vs. Theta.

* * *
It was announced at an i n t r a mural board meeting, on Monday,
t h a t there would be no horse show
this year. However, Mrs. Wheeler's
invitation still extends to those
students still interested in a free
ride.
* * *
There will be an important
meeting of all timers and scorers
tomorrow at 1:20 p.m. in the
athletic office. Sara Jane r e quests that no groups miss this
meeting.
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NEW SHIPMENT

HARPER'S TAVERN
and
RESTAURANT
Cocktail Lounge open from
9 A.M. to 12 P.M.
DANCING NIGHTLY
539 West Fairbanks
Phone for reservations 3-9511
M. A. Nasser Proprietor

CAPEZIOS

Party dresses,
Cocktail dresses,
Formals —
Buy Now From A Complete
Line of the Loveliest,
Smartest Creations

McFADDEN & SMITH
305 Park Ave., North

Phone 5-1461
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WPRK
On The Air

Monday, October 2
7:30
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00

Dusk On Lake Virginia
Foregin Policy Without Fear
Old Discs, Old Friends
Adventures In Research
Sign Off

Tuesday, October 26
7:30
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:15
11:00

Dusk On Lake Virginia
Bonjour Mesdames
Napoleans' Retreat
Rollins Salutes
One Night Stand
Music And Memories
Asia Reports
Thoughts And Music
Rod Comes Round
Sign Off

Wednesday, October 27
7:30
8:00
8:15
8:30
9-:00
10:00
10:15
11:00

Dusk On Lake Virginia
Rollins Tarbucket
A Word On Wear
To Be Announced
Rollins Symphony Hour
Excursions In Science
Rod Comes Round
Sign Off

Thursday, October 28
7:30 Dusk On Lake Virginia
8:00 Rollins Student Organizations
8:15 Songs Of France
8:30 Quizz Show
9:00 Spirit Of The Vikings
9:15 Window On The World
9:30 Jazz Concert
10:30 Rod Comes Round
11:00 Sign Off
Friday, October 29
7:30
8:00
8:15
8:45
9:00
9:30
9:45
10:00
11:00

Dusk On Lake Virginia
Rollins Tarbucket
French Masterworks
Meet Rollins Faculty
Music And Memories
American Ideals
Thoughts And Music
Rod Comes Round
Sign Off

SEND A COPY HOME
THE SANDSPUR
makes good reading for the family

UNITED NATIONS
FEATURED IN
MILLS EXHIBIT
A United Nations exhibit will
be held a t Mills Memorial Library,
RoHins
College,
Wednesday
through Sunday, Oct. 20-24, in observation of United Nations Week.
The exhibit will include UN
flags, posters, books, copy of the
proclamation for UN Week, and
possibly a scale model of the UN
Building in New York.
The exhibit is one of several activities being held this week.
Others include a UN Buffet Supper sponsored by the United World
Federalists at 6:30 p.m. Saturday,
Oct. 23, a t the University Club.
On Sunday, Oct. 24, Peter Cooper, Executive Director of American Freedom Association, will
speak under the auspices of the
Winter Park Council of Church
Women a t 3:30 p.m. at the Winter
P a r k Woman's Club.
A panel discussion
"Author
Meets the Critics" will be held a t
8 p.m. Sunday at the Orlando
Unitarian Church, with Dr. Franklyn A. Johnson, Rollins College,
Henry Foreman, Winter Park,
former managing editor of Colliers Magazine, and Cooper participating.

Rollins
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Placement-Bureau
Opens Services To
Graduating Seniors
A short group meeting was held
Wednesday at 1:30 PM for all students who expect to be graduating
during the 1954-55 school year.
Individual conferences with one of
the co-directors, Dr. Greenhut or
Dr. Robbins, are being held Thursday and Friday afternoons with
each of the seniors who wish to
make use of the Placement Bureau services. Any seniors who did
not receive a notice of the group
meeting should go to the Placement Office for their individual
conferences either Thursday or
Friday afternoon.
The Placement Bureau has announced t h a t a few companies
plan to interview as early as the
first week in November. The
Placement Office was created to
serve the graduating class and the
alumni.

Use Dorm Addresses
The Student Dean's office announced t h a t for assurance of
prompt delivery of telegrams and
special delivery letter, students
should inform their family and
friends to address all special delivery letters and telegrams in
care of their dormitory residence.

Thursday, October 21, 1954

Mrs. Knight To Teach
Classes In Spanish
For Adults, Children

J. RICH VISITS
PREP SCHOOLS
IN DC. AREA

Ten-week courses in Spanish for
both adults and children will begin
John O. Rich, Director of Ad- the first we%k in November under
missions, Rollins College, is in the the Rollins College Courses for the
Washington area through Oct. 21 Community program.
visiting local high schools and
Mrs. Emilia Knight, who has
preparatory schools.
taught these classes for several
During his stay he will discuss years, will meet those interested
college problems with the princi- in registering at Casa Iberia, BjV
lins College, Tuesday, Oct. 26,
pals or headmasters of Woodrow from 9:30 to 10:30 a.m., 3 to 4
Wilson High School, Western High p.m., and 7:30 to 8:30 p.m.; and
School, Woodward School for Boys, Thursday, Oct. 28 from 7 to 8 p S
The Maret School, National CaClasses will be at the beginning;
thedral School, Episcopal High intermediate and advanced levels,
School, Calvin
Coolidge
High and will be held two hours weekly
School, Landon School for Boys, for adults. Tuition fee is $20. Fcir
Bethesda-Chevy
Chase
H i g h further information phone Wintd
Park, 3-4851.
Any freshmen interested in
working on Sandspur are asked
to come to the Sandspur Office, second floor, Carnegie,
Sunday evening, a t 7:00.

Reardon Makes Debut

School.
He will also visit the Sidwell
Friends School, St. Albans School,
George Washington High School,
St. Agnes' School, WashingtonLee High School, and Montgomery
Blair High School.

Jack Reardon, a graduate from
Rollins College Conservatory of
Music in 1952, made his debut with
the New York City Center Opert
Company Saturday night when he
appeared in a role in the Straus
opera, "Die Fledermaus."
A baritone, Reardon w^as a pupE
of Professor Ross Rosazza of tin
Rollins Conservatory and won i
Wattles graduate scholarship.
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THEATRE
HIWAY 17-92
North of Gateway
Phone 4-5261
Thurs. Thru Sat.

"Seven Brides For
Seven Brothers"
Jane Powell
Howard Keel
Color by Technicolor
1st Outdoor Showing

Sunday Thru Tues.

"The Bounty
Hunter"
Randolph Scott
Marie Windsor
In Color
1st Outdoor Showing

Starts Wednesday

"Magnificent
Obsession"
Jane Wyman
, Rock Hudson
Color by Technicolor
1st Outdoor Showing

" B o T o f f i c e Opens 6:00
First Show 6:45
Box Office Closes 10:00
10:30 on Friday &
Saturday
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It's the FILTER that Counts
and L&M has the Best!
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L&Ms have already won the quickest,
most enthusiastic nation-wide acceptance a cigarette ever had. Now, L&M
comes to you in king-size, too . . . the
same great cigarette — at the same low
price as regular.
In either size — only L&M Filters
give you real full-flavored smoking en-

joyment-plus the Miracle Tip —the
effective filtration you need. You get
much more flavor —much less nicotine — a light and mild smoke. Remember, it's the filter that c o u n t s . , .
and L&M has the best!
Buy L&Ms king-size or regular.
JUST W H A T T H E D O C T O R O R D E R E D !

/

AMERICA'S HIGHEST QUALITY FILTER CIGARETTE
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